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1 General 

 Purpose 
This document describes the functionality that has been developed for Dynarent - Anywhere for Rental 

10.0.35.48. It also elaborates on the known issues for this release, and it provides more information about 
the underlying structure of the application. 

 Compatibility 
 

In some cases, an update of the DynaRent Mobile App requires an update of the DynaRent version of the 
linked D365 Finance and SCM instance to be fully compatible. The following table lists such dependencies. 

Dynarent 10.0.35.48 for Dynamics 365 Finance and Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management (10.0) is built 
upon D365 version 10.0.33. Since Microsoft maintains a no breaking changes policy, the fact that this 
release is built on this version means that it can be applied to an environment running on D365 
version 10.0.33 or any later version and the application should compile without any issues. However, as we 
have only functionally validated this version against D365 version 10.0.35, we recommend applying our TI 
product release on that MS version as well. If you deviate from this (and thus apply the release to a 
different version), we recommend performing a more thorough round of testing before applying the release 
to a production environment. 

This is summarized in the following table. 

Release date  TI-Version 
number 

Minimum required 
D365 version 

Validated against 
D365 version 

Compatible with 
D365 version 

14/07/2023 10.0.35.48 10.0.33 10.0.35 10.0.33 and above 

16/12/2022 10.0.31.46 10.0.29 10.0.31 10.0.29 and above 

 

In case of an Error, To-Increase may provide a Hotfix on a reasonable efforts basis in a way it considers 
appropriate in its discretion. To-Increase cannot be obliged to provide Hotfixes if Client has not deployed 
the latest Release or the Release second to the latest Release and/or is not using a supported version of 
Microsoft Dynamics.  

To ensure our customers can fully leverage the latest enhancements, features, and quality improvements, 
we are committed to providing increased support by keeping them updated with the most recent releases. 
Our data indicates that customers on the latest version experience fewer issues and requests, demonstrate 
greater resilience, and effectively enhance their organizational efficiency. 

 More information about our latest available product versions, the latest validate GA-versions from 
Microsoft as well as the Minimum MS version required, please visit this page : Knowledge Base - Support - 
To-Increase 

 Available languages 
The Anywhere for Rental is only available in the English (EN-US) language. Other languages are currently not 
supported. 

https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.to-increase.com%2Fticsm%3Fid%3Dkb_article%26sys_id%3D55b8952e47abeddc70e98c21e36d4355&data=05%7C01%7CKrishna.polapragada%40to-increase.com%7C784c915fea514db5c08308db7b998546%7C2076b213fb3f4bcb996cc5276d6d7815%7C0%7C0%7C638239671520132796%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FnlsK4UWA%2BdM6p04k%2BPNE2CEzPSnkDOdMdLIo8NuxOU%3D&reserved=0
https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.to-increase.com%2Fticsm%3Fid%3Dkb_article%26sys_id%3D55b8952e47abeddc70e98c21e36d4355&data=05%7C01%7CKrishna.polapragada%40to-increase.com%7C784c915fea514db5c08308db7b998546%7C2076b213fb3f4bcb996cc5276d6d7815%7C0%7C0%7C638239671520132796%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FnlsK4UWA%2BdM6p04k%2BPNE2CEzPSnkDOdMdLIo8NuxOU%3D&reserved=0
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 Security 
A basic role with accompanying duty and attached privileges is shipped along with Dynarent - Anywhere for 
Rental 10.0.35.48. Not only does this provide a quick start, it also provides a basis for you to implement 
duties and roles as per your organization’s specific requirements. 

 Upgrade from earlier versions 
Upgrading to a newer version of the Anywhere for Rental is performed by importing a new solution file into 
your power platform environment and thereby replacing the necessary components. Regarding the release 
notes, note that they are incremental. So, if you are upgrading while skipping a few versions, you should 
read all the relevant in-between release notes.   

 Data entities 
This release document contains a list of the data entities that are being supported. The data entities are 
used as foundation blocks for the functionality of the application.  
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2 Functionality  
This chapter briefly touches upon main features for  Dynarent - Anywhere for Rental 10.0.35.48 . Further 
details can be found in the user guide shipped along with this release. This chapter also describes any 
discontinued features and the reasoning behind the discontinuation.  

 Key features  
• Counting 
• Picking 
• Return 
• (Mass) Return 
• Rental shop delivery 
• Rental shop return 

 Counting 
 
In Dynarent we have a rental counting journal which is for serialized and bulk items. 

It is possible to count the items from the portal for Anywhere for rental. 

In counting you can either scan a serialized business object or enter an item number for bulk. 

What possible in D365 FO is possible to do from the rental portal. 
 

 Picking 
 
Pick and ship your rental orders with ease and accuracy, using the mobile app for real-time updates and 
changes. You will be able to pick serialized rental items, bulk/sales items both serialized and non-
serialized, with batch Id etc., 
 

 Return 
This feature comes handy when you know the specific customer or the rental order. You can just return all 
the items using the return functionality from the anywhere app and the return note will be posted back in 
FO. This specific rental return is normally used for low volumes, being returned. 

 Mass return 
 
This may also be named anonymous mass return, usually for large volumes of items returned, where you 
don’t know of a specific customer or the rental order. This just happens just by scanning a serialized 
business object which is an identifier for the rental order and therefore you can also retrieve customer 
information. 

 

 Rental shop delivery. 
 
This is an at desk – delivery.  

Rental shop delivery is a fast process to rent out high volumes of equipment over a counter using a rental 
card. Rental card is attached to a worker on a project and is used to scan the bar code on the equipment. 
When the rental shop is within the site and the user wants to rent an equipment, project based, they just 
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scan the equipment, and it will be added to the rental order. All the items are scanned, you can post the 
rental transactions which will deliver the rental items without posting the packing slip like the regular 
orders which will take time. 

 Rental shop return. 
Rental shop delivery is a quick process to return the of equipment over a counter., the same way it was 
rented. 

 Item Info 
You can get a 360-degree real-time updated view of your rental equipment inventory to provide the right 
information to all stakeholders. 

For example, a worker in a warehouse can see an equipment, wants to know specific information on an 
item about it. Just scan the item and see the info. 

 

 New features for this release 
 

ID Description 

139825  

  

  

  

 

 Discontinued features for this release. 
No functional features were discontinued for this release. 
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3 Fixes summary 
This chapter describes the issues that have been solved for this release as pre-releases. 

 Fixes for this release 
 

ID Description 

170015 when scanning bulk item which is NOT part of the delivered rental order(s) of the 
customer. I suppose to throw an error message: "Item cannot be returned'. 

170040 Sales items setup for picking in Anywhere for Rental. It is now possible to show both the 
sales and rental items on anywhere for rental. 

170824 Rental counting: Calculation quantities serialized rental items incorrect 

170828 Rental counting: Validation adding serialized rental items not working 

170831 Rental counting: Journals in portal are duplicated. Now this is fixed too. 

170885 Counting an item which is in another open journal should not be possible. Now it is the 
same error/validation thrown in D365, that this is locked for updates. 

163116 If we try to scan any bulk item on mass return it always shows me the wrong item and 
qty. This is now fixed. 

 

 Fixes for the previous releases 
 

ID Description 

160916 When using Scan item for Sales Serial and Sales Batch items, Items are not picked. 

Select line does works, and when you use this and unpick, the scenario of Scan item 
works (strangely) – This is now fixed. 

160954 During the rental return, if the return date is modified manually, the same is not shown 
on the rental return order and the return note journal and it shows the off-rent date. – 
This is now fixed. 

161269 Error on running the fill cache functionality, ” Error executing code: 
DNRANYMassReturnPopulateOrderLinesDataService object does not have method 'main'. 
is fixed.” 
 

163107 Cannot access related information from mass return stagging – This is about correcting 
the hyperlinks on the mass return staging like object number, rental order number. 
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4 Known issues 
This chapter describes the issues that have been known for this release. It also elaborates on why the 
issues have not been solved and provides an alternative way on how to cope with them, if any. 

 Known issues for this release 
 

N/A. 


